[Upgraded] 12" Foldable Selfie Ring Light with Tripod Stand & Phone
Holder, STOON LED Dimmable Ringlight with Carry Bag for Live
Stream/Makeup/YouTube Video/Photography, Compatible with
iOS/Android Review-2021

Portable & USB Powered - Ingenious foldable ring light makes it convenient to put in bag, portable
to take everywhere. Works with most devices that support USB port, like power bank, USB charger,
laptop, etc. Also comes with a storage bag for carrying and protecting the ring light tripod. STOON
ring light with stand is an ideal choice for outdoor live streaming.
12â€• Dimmable Ring Light - Featuring 3 color lighting modes: warm yellow/warm white/cold white,
and each mode has 10 brightness levels (Dimming range: 10%-100%). This selfie ring light with
stand provides you more outstanding light for your photography/makeup/live
stream/YouTube/Vlogs/TikTok.
Durable & Extendable Tripod Stand - Adopts quick-flip locks, the tripod stand can be adjusted easily
to any length between 17.7"-50" to match your needs. Upgraded weighted tripod base enhances
stability, so the stand itself can be used as a camera tripod for indoor or outdoor. Made of superior
aluminum alloy material, last for years!
Rotatable Tripod Head & Universal Phone Clip - The selfie ring light can be turned 180Â° vertical to
find a perfect illumination angle. Also can be folded to light wider area. The spring-loaded phone
holder can be extended from 2.36" to 3.54" wide, suitable for most 4.5-7.5 inch iOS & Android
devices.
Detachable Bluetooth Remote Control - Bluetooth remote shutter lets you control the phone easily
while shooting photos and videos from distance, compatible with iOS and Android smartphones. The
maximum distance is about 10m/33ft.Unique Foldable Design
3 Color Modes & 10 Brightness Levels
Rotatable Tripod Head
The ring light can be turned 180Â° vertical. And you can easily adjust the phone holder to find one
angle you desire (horizontal, vertical, high-angle, low-angle and more).
Bluetooth Remote Shutter
Compatible with iOS and Android smartphones; Let you control phone easily while shooting photos
and videos from distance.
Portable Ring Light with Stand
Foldable ring light and extendable tripod stand can be stored in the bag we offered. Convenient to
take it everywhere, a great choice as travel and outdoor ring light.
Multiple Function Ring Light with Stand Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
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